
WVSSAC POSITION OUTLINE - FOOTBALL – 2001 2008 
REFEREE (5-MAN CREW) 

 
1. Arrival: 

At least 1 1/2 hours prior to scheduled starting time.  Meet with game 

administrator or home head coach.   

Appearance  counts-- arriving at game site as well as your uniform --. Solid hat 

looks better than mesh. Go over pre-game with coaches (captains, coach's 

verification, “surrogate coach”, game balls, any unusual plays, presentation of 

introductory cards, sportsmanship).  Remind of sideline control.  Check 

watches and inform them when captains are to report to field for coin toss. 

 
2. Pre-game: 

Referee or Back Judge instruct Timer.  20 minute half without additional 3 

minutes.  If both teams ready before have clock set on 12 and ready to go. 

A good pre-game is a must.  Follow printed agenda, share responsibilities 

with crewmates.  Be sure pairs are communicating.  Cover some play 

situations to get mental gears greased up prior to kick off. 

 
3. Field Inspection: 

Since Referee is responsible for this task, be sure it gets done.  Assign each 

official a specific area to cover. 

 
4. Coin Toss: 

L, BJ and U on chain side.  BJ will bring his team's ball with him to hash.  L stay 

with chain crew until toss is completed.  R and LJ on press box side.  LJ will get 

his team's ball and bring to hash.  Meet with all officials after toss to confirm 

choices and where each is to go.  Face clock when tossing coin.  Be brief with 

captain's instructions.  Obtain visiting captain’s call prior to tossing coin. Toss 

and CATCH coin.  Repeat (other than toss) this prior to 3rd period. 

 
5. Opening Kick Off: 

Do it right!  R slightly to chain side of field near hash if ball is in center of field.  

You have your 2/3 of field and goal line.  Remember momentum rule. Count 

the receivers, check with each official (or have some prearranged system to 

get everybody's ready).  Give the same ready signal you will give throughout 

the game with a loud blast of your whistle.  Be ready to cover your sideline 

deep and when runback is away from you to help cover inside-out action.  

Wind clock when touched by R or K in your area.  Stop the clock when ball is 

dead no matter who is covering play.  Give first down signal and be sure 

everyone is ready before you give the ready-for-play. 

 

 

 

 



6. Scrimmage Downs: 

Indicate which down number to each official.  Give the "ready" facing LOS and 

step away or give it as you step away, be sure the Back Judge can see or hear 

you.  Count the offense.  Look over your eligibles.  Play open side of field or LJ 

side if in middle or play QB's passing arm side.  Be at least 11 yards deep but 

not too deep, and be at least as wide as tight end if you can.  Know where the 

previous spot is in case you are required to spot ball for next down after time-

out or incomplete forward pass. Have a clear shot of snap. 
Running plays;  

Watch initial blocks opposite your position, that is, looking through the ball.  

You are responsible for the ball behind the LOS, but your wings will assist you 

with forward progress.  Know who is watching what.   

 If QB sets to pass go into passing mode.   

Be responsible for blocks around the ball carrier up to the LOS, then mop up 

checking contacts inside and outside of runner.  Be alert to help covering 

official on fouls on the runner if he gets blocked out.   

Be ready to cover side line plays.  Both you and the BJ will be assisting your 

wing on plays of this type that are close to the LOS.   

 Be ready to assist U in spotting ball.   

If ball is dead close to front stake have your U or LJ tell you "it is close", never 

move ball then measure, measure first then move ball.  Have covering wing 

come in to spot ball if it is critical. 
Passing plays;  

Initially you cover just as any scrimmage play, but once your keys tell you 

pass, get into passing mode.  Cover the QB or whoever is passing the ball, 

watch for double passes because you may be responsible for the spot of the 

second pass.  Protect the passer but be aware of illegal passes and fouls in 

front of passer.   

Flag all illegal passes first then check with crew mate/s to determine if 

eligible was in vicinity.  It is better to wave off flag than to have late flag.   

 Cover the remainder of play just as any running play.   

If an interception occurs, get on your horse because you have the goal line.   

If the pass is incomplete have a system to get the ball back to the previous 

spot.  Good ball exchanges can make a good crew become excellent. 
Kicking downs;   

On punt, try to look in to the kicker, or be on the kicking leg side and be up to 

2 or 3 yards in front so you can see the defensive rush.  If the kicker is hit it is 

probably a foul if the defense has not gotten a piece of the ball.   

State "the ball is away" or "let up, the kick is gone" so the defense is alerted to 

direct their attention to the return.   

Be alert to move to the spot of the kick to rule on kicks that may go out-of-

bounds in flight.   

Do not go downfield too quickly.  Stay with kicker until he is free of foul.  

Watch for return and work inside-out.  Be ready to cover sideline if wing gets 

knocked down or is blocked off. 



For field goal attempts or tries by kick, be responsible for kicker and holder 

until all action around them has ceased.  Look in to holder’s face and be as 

wide as possible. DO NOT BE A BALL WATCHER!  Look up in response to the 

action only. Your BJ has the whistle for tries and field goal attempts.  Be alert 

for returns of field goal attempts blocked kicks, etc.  Using “open-under” 

mechanic you will cover your sideline, inside-out, if runback develops.  
 Scoring Downs;  

Get the "all clear" from all of your crew before you give the score signal.  Step 

into the clear, stand still facing the press box, raise your arms and hold it for a 

second or two, do not take your eyes off the players around you.   

If you were the covering official and had a foul, stop the clock only, do not 

indicate a score until everything is sorted out.  

 
7. Measurements: 

Take a good look, if the clock has been stopped by your crew, be sure it is a 

first down, when they are in doubt they should wait for you to stop the clock.   

It is a proven to measure early in the game when it appears fairly close, then 

you have established trust with the teams.   

Hold measurements to a minimum, when in doubt, measure, if not - rule on it 

immediately.   

Be sure the clock has been stopped and beckon the L with two arms (for two 

sticks) when you want a measurement.  Be sure to thank the chain crew when 

they come out.  If a new series is to be awarded, step back away from spot 

and clearly signal.  Wait until the crew has time to return to their position and 

L has the down box positioned before giving the ready.  Know the clock 

status.   

Do these measurements right each and every time during this game and 

throughout the season.   

 
8. Time-outs: 

Stop the clock, clearly signal which team has been charged with the time-out. 

Charged time-outs; Do not huddle up, each crew member has specific duties.  

Remind each one of the number of time-outs taken by each team and the down 

number.  Be sure everyone records the time-out, when taken and perhaps by 

whom.  Be ready to confirm with captains how many time-outs each team has, 

time remaining, etc.   

When the BJ signals 45 seconds have elapsed, know when the next 15 seconds 

elapse, give your warning, and then give your "ready".  Do not wait on 

coaches or sideline huddles to return.  If both teams are ready before the 60 

seconds have elapsed, check with captains and go if there is no radio or TV. 

Official's time-outs; Signal time-out and be sure the press box sees you give 

the official's time-out signal.  Use the same general procedure as for a 

charged time-out except there can be no on-field coach/team conference, 

unless for heat/humidity.  If the time-out is to be prolonged and you are in the 

early season or it is unusually warm, let the team attendants bring out water.  



For an injured player, stop the clock, beckon on assistance (one arm) and 

then give the official's time-out signal. 

 
9. Between Halves: 

Stop the clock, wait a few seconds, then raise the ball.  Officials need to get 

together and wait till teams clear the field and any enclosure before starting 

the halftime clock.  If a team takes an inordinate amount of time start the clock 

when you feel comfortable.  Return to the field at around the 5 minute mark.  It 

is acceptable to notify both teams of how much time they have remaining at 

this time if the facility safely allows it. 

 
10. Field goal attempts after a fair catch or awarded fair catch:  Since these 

are rare, review with your crew how it will be covered in your pre-game.  

Referee must take the post opposite press box and Umpire will take the press 

box post. Do not worry, you have plenty of time.  Do not forget to count R.  L 

has goal line and LJ and BJ have their normal duties. 

 
11. Overtime:  Go over this in your pre-game and again at half-time.  B can 

score if A really screws up and B recovers the ball in A's end zone.  Otherwise 

whenever B possesses the ball it becomes dead.  Review all penalty 

enforcements, especially dead ball, unsportsmanlike or non-player fouls.  

Each team will have one timeout per overtime period.  The three minute 

interval before the first overtime period includes getting the captains for the 

coin toss.  Be sure to inform captains of any penalty options they may have 

before you toss the coin.  Inform both coaches and captains of how many time-
outs each team has for any single period.  IMPORTANT - Time for change of 

teams after A’s possession shall be no longer than what you permit during 

regular game play. 

 
12.  Post-game:  

Review questions with crew.  Review problems with either team, coaches, 

fans, facilities and administration.  Use website or use Special Report form for 

things that need reported and also for positive things. 

 

 

 

     Mike Webb, WVSSAC Football Clinician 

2008 


